
Artist’s Choice A La Carte  
 
       WHAT’S INCLUDED 
 

● Complimentary phone consultation and simple, custom visual proposal 

(You can review proposal before signing/ placing your retainer to secure 

your date) 

 
● An artist’s care and sensibility to flowers  

 
● Confidence that your flowers will be thoughtfully and sustainably 

sourced (We take great care in sourcing the freshest, most beautiful 

ingredients from farmers locally, regionally, domestically whenever 

possible) 

 
● Individually priced pieces in a general color palette (We design 

seasonally within a color palette of your choosing and can create any 

collection of pieces as detailed in our A La Carte Menu) 

 
● Open email communication leading up to event + 1 phone review 

meeting 1 month prior to event  (Additional in-person meetings are 

welcome at an additional cost) 

 
● Choose between Studio Pick-Up, Hand-off Delivery, or Delivery + Basic 

Set-up Services (See details below) 

 
Many of our couples have chosen to send a friend or family 

member to pick-up their order from our 893 Bergen St. Brooklyn 

studio. We have a mini driveway for you to pull into to snag your 

floral order with parking ease. Of course, this option is offered at no 

additional charge. Our most popular choice!  

 Or, we offer simple hand-off delivery throughout NYC. This 

option requires someone at the receiving location to meet our 

driver on street level so they can hand off carefully packed boxes 

of florals (while potentially being double parked). Pricing based on 

location, as detailed in our Menu. 

 And lastly, if you want to rest assured everything is 

delivered on time and the simple set up is fully taken care of onsite 

for you and your family, we also offer a delivery + basic set-up service combo based on bulk of order, distance, and parking 

availability. Note: A La Carte orders cannot include any type of set-up that requires a skilled florist onsite- only simple set-ups 

such as placing all made pieces in right spots, checking water levels post delivery ride, placing bouts in fridge, etc. 



 
 
   

   WHO IS BEST SUITED FOR THIS KIND OF ORDER? 
 

● Couples throwing an intimate celebration of about 50 guests or 

less, with a floral budget of $4,000 or less 

 
● Couples not looking for cheap, run-of-the-mill floral 

arrangements, but rather looking to commission an artist to 

custom make select pieces without a typical minimum order 

requirement 

 
● Couples who care about locally and sustainably sourced flowers, 

and are open to using what is in season and in their budget at the 

time of their event (We choose what looks most stunning and 

available the week of  your wedding, and cannot accommodate 

specific flower requests for smaller orders.) 

 
● Those who love our work and trust us to make inspired and 

informed design and ingredient choices, within the provided color 

palette (Trust and openness can lead to the most genuinely 

beautiful work!) 

 
● Couples who are looking for select beautiful floral pieces that do 

not require skilled floral set up or break down on-site at your 

venue (See details below)  

 
 

In the effort to offer stunning event florals without a minimum, we unfortunately cannot offer specialty rentals such as 

unique candle elements or ceremony structures (chuppahs, arches, etc), or floral elements that would require a skilled 

designer to create onsite as opposed to in our studio ahead of event date. Rather, it is meant for simple placement pieces 

such as small centerpieces, bud vases, garland down a table, wearables and bouquets, and so on. We create everything 

beautifully in our studio, and send your way via trustworthy, careful delivery helpers.  

Also, important to note that we do not offer clean up services in this type of order, so the size of order would need 

to be appropriate to easily gift to your guests, have an appointed person to collect at end of night for you, and/or arrange for 

Bloom Again Brooklyn or a similar organization to pick up and donate to nursing homes on your behalf. It is very important to 

not simply assume this responsibility on the venue or planner. Additionally, If you long to do your part in being 

environmentally responsible with your event waste, you are more than welcome to bring back all cleaned, collected vessels 

to earn a reuse/recycling reward and all your chopped up floral/foliage waste for complimentary composting through our 

studio- to be arranged in advance.  

 


